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Gray wolf losing endangered species protection, latest Trump move to weaken environmental laws The decision is the latest in a long line of bids by the Trump administration to weaken environmental laws in deference to commercial interests. In California, state law will continue to safeguard the gray wolf.

Dear Abby: Relatives pressed into manual labor by aunt who lives alone Jeanne Phillips DEAR ABBY: Ten months ago, my aunt's 66-year-old live-in boyfriend died unexpectedly. She has no children and is left with a four-bedroom, two-bathroom house to take care of by herself. She has

Yes, the laws of supply and demand still apply in San Francisco housing And yet, while story after story is being written about San Francisco becoming a renters' market, it's important to remember that even dramatically dropping rents aren't really a news-making phenomenon - they're

New California law banning toxic chemicals in cosmetics will transform industry By contrast, the European Union bans more than 1,600 substances and ingredients from cosmetics. The industry's buy-in will help give the California law national repercussions. "A lot of our companies may

Environmental book focuses on joy of nature rather than dire prognoses Datebook | San Francisco Arts &amp; Entertainment Guide Barbara Lane Indulge me for a moment. I know our natural world is going to hell in a
handbasket. But reading dire prognoses and apocalyptic scenarios doesn't rally me to action.

Redwood City salt ponds subject to environmental protections, judge rules The ruling by United States District Judge William Alsup represents a victory for local environmental groups that have long sought to prevent development of the 1,365 acres of Redwood City salt ponds. At

Letters to the Editor: Laws limited the help available for substance abuse Letters to the Editor Send your letters via our online form at sfchronicle/letters Laws limit assistance available for substance abusers San Francisco Chronicle Thank you for the article &quot;A lost soul dies:

Letters to the Editor: City failed to address environmental racism Letters to the Editor Submit your letter at SFChronicle/letters City failed to address environmental racism San Francisco Chronicle As a long-time resident of San Francisco and a member of 1000 Grandmothers

Sunken barge in Petaluma River poses 'minimal' environmental threat Because the exact amount of hazardous materials on board was unknown at the time, Petaluma Fire notified the California Office of Emergency Services, Environmental Protection Agency, Coast Guard, Fish and Game,

Q&A: Brad Wanamaker on time in Europe, role
with Warriors and more Before he became an essential role player for a good Boston team, Wanamaker spent seven years playing in the highest levels of Europe. On what he remembers most from his seven years playing in Europe: “Just

*Environmental art installation measures rising tides in Marin County* Downing was installing an environmental sculpture to warn that the high-water mark brought twice a year by king tides will soon be the daily high-water mark if society does not get serious about climate change.

*Supreme Court allows Trump to override environmental laws to build border wall* Trump clears environmental hurdle for wall By Bob Egelko While President Trump’s authority to spend money on his border wall remains uncertain, the Supreme Court rejected a challenge Monday to the
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